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Abstract
Mantle control on planetary dynamos is often studied by imposing heterogeneous core-mantle boundary (CMB) heat
flux patterns on the outer boundary of numerical dynamo simulations. These patterns typically enter two main
categories: Either they are proportional to seismic tomography models of Earth’s lowermost mantle to simulate
realistic conditions, or they are represented by single spherical harmonics for fundamental physical understanding.
However, in reality the dynamics in the lower mantle is much more complicated and these CMB heat flux models are
most likely oversimplified. Here we term alternative any CMB heat flux pattern imposed on numerical dynamos that
does not fall into these two categories, and instead attempts to account for additional complexity in the lower mantle.
We review papers that attempted to explain various dynamo-related observations by imposing alternative CMB heat
flux patterns on their dynamo models. For present-day Earth, the alternative patterns reflect non-thermal
contributions to seismic anomalies or sharp features not resolved by global tomography models. Time-dependent
mantle convection is invoked for capturing past conditions on Earth’s CMB. For Mars, alternative patterns account for
localized heating by a giant impact or a mantle plume. Recovered geodynamo-related observations include persistent
morphological features of present-day core convection and the geomagnetic field as well as the variability in the
geomagnetic reversal frequency over the past several hundred Myr. On Mars the models aim at explaining the demise
of the paleodynamo or the hemispheric crustal magnetic dichotomy. We report the main results of these studies,
discuss their geophysical implications, and speculate on some future prospects.
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Introduction
General
Various geophysical observations have been recovered
by imposing heterogeneous heat flux patterns on the
outer boundary of numerical dynamo simulations. For
the Earth, the most popular prescribed heat flux pat-
terns are either proportional to seismic velocity anomalies
obtained from tomographymodels of the lowermost man-
tle to mimic realistic conditions, or spherical harmonic
degree and order 2 which is the dominant term in these
tomography models (Aubert et al. 2007, 2008; Bloxham
2002; Christensen and Olson 2003; Davies et al. 2008;
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Glatzmaier et al. 1999; Gubbins et al. 2007, 2011; Heimpel
and Evans 2013; Kutzner and Christensen 2004; Olson
and Amit 2014; Olson and Christensen 2002; Olson et al.
2010; Sreenivasan 2009; Sreenivasan and Gubbins 2011;
Takahashi et al. 2008). For other planets, various single
harmonics are often used, for example degree-1 for Mars
(Amit et al. 2011a; Dietrich and Wicht 2013; Stanley
et al. 2008) and degree-2 for Mercury and Saturn (Cao
et al. 2014; Stanley 2010, respectively), reflecting the
low-resolution information on planetary deep interiors.
Various single harmonics were imposed for the geody-
namo as well in order to obtain fundamental physical
understanding of the complex dynamo simulations (e.g.,
Glatzmaier et al. 1999).
© 2015 Amit et al. Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
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Inferring core-mantle boundary (CMB) heat flux from
tomography models relies on the assumption that seismic
and thermal anomalies in the lowermost mantle are
highly correlated. However, this idealized linear relation
may not hold in reality. Observational and numerical
studies of the lower mantle suggest that the struc-
tures and dynamics there are far more complex. First,
non-thermal contributions (e.g., compositional, phase
changes) perturb the idealized linear seismic-thermal
mapping (Bull et al. 2009; Deschamps et al. 2012; Lay
et al. 2008; Nakagawa and Tackley 2008; Tackley 2011;
Trampert et al. 2004). Second, while the spatial resolu-
tion inherent to tomographic models in the lowermost
mantle (e.g., Lekic et al. 2012) exceeds the resolution
of the observed core field, strong lateral gradients of
shear wave velocities are not captured. As revealed by
detailed waveform analyses at several locations, bound-
aries of large low shear-wave velocity provinces (LLSVPs)
might however be very sharp (e.g., Ni et al. 2005; To
et al. 2005). Similarly, synthetic single harmonic pat-
terns for planetary mantle heterogeneity, for example
for the CMB conditions that prevailed during the paleo
dynamo of Mars, are oversimplified. Even if the Mar-
tian anomaly was indeed large-scale (Elkins-Tanton et al.
2005; Harder and Christensen 1996; Ke and Solomatov
2006; Roberts and Zhong 2006; Roberts et al. 2009), it was
likely more complex than a single harmonic pattern. Note
finally that simulating the geodynamo at earlier times
requires information about the time-dependent mantle
convection pattern, which is not witnessed by present-
day tomography (Yoshida and Santosh 2011; Zhang and
Zhong 2011; Zhang et al. 2010; Zhong et al. 2007).
Here we term any CMB heat flux pattern that is nei-
ther tomographic nor single harmonic as alternative. For
the Earth, the alternative patterns include those that
account for non-thermal effects or non-resolved small
scales in various ways (Amit and Choblet 2009, 2012;
Amit et al. in press) and those that model the mantle het-
erogeneity in the past hundreds of Myr in various ways
(Amit and Olson 2015; Olson et al. 2013). For Mars, the
alternative patterns are obtained by modeling localized
mantle heating induced by a mantle plume (Sreenivasan
and Jellinek 2012) or a giant impact (Kuang et al. 2014;
Monteux et al. 2015).
Figure 1a illustrates some proposed dynamical scenarios
of Earth’s lower mantle that result in alternative CMB heat
flux patterns (see also, e.g., Lay et al. 2008). Subducting
slabs bring cold material to the CMB and locally increase
the heat flux. Time-dependent plate motions therefore
change the location of these large CMB heat flux regions.
Further complications arise from the presence of post-
perovskite phase transition (or even its double crossing)
in the slab reservoirs of the lowermost mantle. LLSVPs
may represent thermochemical piles of a not only hot
but also compositionally different material (e.g., Trampert
et al. 2004). Growth and collapse of these thermochemical
piles, as observed in analog experiments (Davaille 1999),
may yield temporal changes in the total heat loss through
the CMB and the amplitude of the lateral heterogeneity.
Ultra low velocity zones (ULVZs) at the edges of LLSVPs
(McNamara et al. 2010) form hot regions that are too
narrow to be captured by global large-scale tomography
models.
Figure 1b illustrates the effects of localized mantle heat-
ing on Mars’ CMB heat flux. Giant impacts heat the
mantle and reduce the CMB heat flux right below the
impact site. Likewise, mantle plumes that originate at the
lowermost mantle and may have produced extensive vol-
canism such as Tharsis are also potential zones of reduced
CMB heat flux. It may also be naively expected that core
heating by impacts would yield a CMB heat flux increase.
However, core impact heating leads to the formation of
a hot layer at the top of the core (within 10 kyr) which
prevents the core from cooling (Arkani-Hamed 2012;
Arkani-Hamed and Olson 2010; Roberts and Arkani-
Hamed 2014). Thus, core impact heating could inhibit the
dynamo generation during a timescale that is governed
by the efficiency of the surrounding mantle to extract the
impact induced core thermal anomaly (from several kyr
up to 100 Myr).
Numerical simulations of mantle convection may shed
light on the relation between the observed seismic anoma-
lies and the CMB heat flux heterogeneity. Nakagawa and
Tackley (2008) assumed a linear equation of state to relate
their models’ thermal, mineral, and chemical anomalies
with seismic anomalies. Their purely thermal case gives
nearly perfect linear relation between seismic and thermal
anomalies, whereas adding post-perovskite effects breaks
the linearity but maintains a unique relation (Fig. 2a).
The situation is more complicated when chemical anoma-
lies are accounted for; when the density contrast is large
enough, a parallel branch appears and the thermal-seismic
relation becomes non-unique (Fig. 2b). Implementation
of the results of Nakagawa and Tackley (2008) might be
problematic because due to limited vertical resolution
global tomographic models do not sample precisely the
CMB but rather a vertically averaged region above it.
The outline of this review paper is as follows. In
the “Alternative models of core-mantle boundary heat
flux” subsection, we introduce motivations for alterna-
tive CMB heat flux models. Related dynamo proper-
ties inferred from observations are listed in subsection
“Relevant observed planetary dynamo properties” . In the
section “Methods” , we recall the governing equations and
control parameters of numerical dynamo simulations. We
describe the incorporation of mantle control effects by
imposing an outer thermal boundary condition. In the
section “Review” , we describe the results of papers that
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Fig. 1 Cartoons showing various possible dynamical complexities in the Earth’s a and Mars’ b lowermost mantles that may motivate modeling of
alternative CMB heat flux models
imposed alternative outer boundary conditions on numer-
ical dynamos. For each of these papers, we specify the
procedure used to construct the alternative CMB heat
flux model and we report how the perturbation from
the conventional reference pattern affected the result-
ing planetary dynamo features. We discuss the results in
the subsection “Discussion”, and we propose some future
prospects in subsection “Future prospects”.
Alternative models of core-mantle boundary heat flux
The existence of the post-perovskite phase transition
(Murakami et al. 2004; Oganov and Ono 2004) was
invoked to explain the seismic heterogeneity of the
lowermost mantle (Lay et al. 2006). Post-perovskite is
needed to explain core-reflected (Hernlund et al. 2005)
and diffracted (Cobden et al. 2012) waves. It may also
be a good candidate for the D” discontinuity, at least
in regions where P- and S-waves have opposite signs
(Cobden and Thomas 2013). In contrast, in probabilis-
tic tomography models the thermal distribution is similar
with and without post-perovskite (Mosca et al. 2012).
Mantle convection simulations that incorporate post-
perovskite effects indicate that its presence affects mantle
dynamics (Cizkova et al. 2010; Nakagawa and Tackley
2011) and distorts the thermal-seismic relation from its
linearity (Nakagawa and Tackley 2008).
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Fig. 2 Scatter plots of CMB heat flux anomalies vs. seismic shear velocity anomalies at the lowermost mantle based on mantle convection
simulations. a Isochemical cases without (red) and with (green) post-perovskite. b Thermochemical cases with various density contrasts δρm at the
CMB. From Nakagawa and Tackley (2008)
Sharp margins of LLSVPs were suggested by local
studies of the lowermost mantle (Ni et al. 2002; To
et al. 2005; Wang and Wen 2007). Dynamical models
indicate that ULVZs likely correspond to the hottest
regions of LLSVPs (McNamara et al. 2010). Thin hot nar-
row regions on the edges of the LLSVPs were identified
in two end-member models of lower mantle dynamics
(Bull et al. 2009). The low spatial resolution of global
tomography models excludes such short wavelength fea-
tures (e.g., Ritsema et al. 2007).
LLSVPs are better explained if a compositional com-
ponent is also present (Deschamps et al. 2012; Mosca
et al. 2012; Trampert et al. 2004). These structures could
be primitive or may consist of recycled crustal mate-
rial, although the seismic sensitivity of mantle material
indicates that the latter is less likely (Deschamps et al.
2012). By taking into account seismic normal modes,
Ishii and Tromp (1999) provided an independent con-
straint on mantle density distributions, which can be used
to resolve thermal and compositional contributions to
seismic anomalies, as done by probabilistic tomography
studies (Mosca et al. 2012; Trampert et al. 2004).
One obvious motivation to consider alternative CMB
heat flux patterns is the time-dependence of mantle
dynamics. Global plate motion models indicate that the
distribution of continents has evolved from a spherical
harmonic degree-1 heterogeneity before the breakup of
supercontinent Pangea to its present-day degree-2 struc-
ture (Seton et al. 2012). Some mantle convection mod-
els constrained by reconstructed time-dependent plate
motions suggest that the supercontinent formation and
breakupwas accompanied by substantial change inmantle
convection pattern (Zhang and Zhong 2011; Zhang et al.
2010; Zhong et al. 2007). According to these dynam-
ical models, the low seismic velocity structures below
the Pacific and Africa predate and postdate, respectively,
the Pangea breakup (McNamara and Zhong 2005; Zhang
et al. 2010). These time-dependent mantle convection
patterns would inevitably correspond to time-dependent
CMB heat flux with patterns distinctively different from
that inferred from present-day tomography models.
In contrast, the pattern of LLSVPs has been inter-
preted as a root mantle structure that prevailed for
several hundreds of Myr (Burke 2011; Burke et al.
2008; Dziewonski et al. 2010). Evidence for long-lived
mantle structure comes from hotspot reconstructions
(Torsvik et al. 2006) and paleomagnetic pole loca-
tions that indicate substantial true polar wander in
the Mesozoic (Courtillot and Besse 1987). The dynam-
ical origin of this (stationary) degree-2 pattern may
be two mantle superplumes (Romanowicz and Gung
2002; Torsvik et al. 2010), plume clusters (Schubert
et al. 2004) or dense chemical piles above the CMB
(McNamara and Zhong 2005; Tackley 2002; Tan and
Gurnis 2007). Permanent or not, the thermochemical piles
are clearly dynamic and respond to changes in the global
mantle circulation, through variations in their footprints
above the CMB and their height in the lower mantle. Vari-
ations in either or both of these would affect the mean
CMB heat flux and the amplitude of its heterogeneity.
Alternative CMB heat flux models were also con-
structed for planets other than the Earth. It has been
argued that the emergence of the Tharsis volcanic com-
plex coincided with the termination of the Martian
dynamo (Jellinek et al. 2008; Johnson and Phillips 2005;
Lillis et al. 2008). Mars’ mantle may contain a single
huge plume (Harder and Christensen 1996; Srámek and
Zhong 2010). If Tharsis emerged from such a deep man-
tle plume, then it may indeed have affected the thermal
heterogeneity on Mars’ CMB.
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Another possible scenario is localized mantle heating
by giant impacts. This process enhances the iron/silicate
separation and modifies the heat repartition between
the mantle and the core. Thus, large impacts poten-
tially affected the efficiency of core cooling and dynamo
activity during (Monteux et al. 2011, 2012) or after ter-
restrial core formation (Glenn Sterenborg and Crowley
2013; Ke and Solomatov 2009; Monteux and Arkani-
Hamed 2014; Monteux et al. 2013; Reese and Solomatov
2010). This large-scale heating also strongly influences
mantle dynamics (Reese et al. 2002; Roberts and Arkani-
Hamed 2012; Roberts and Barnouin 2012; Watters et al.
2009) and hence the heat repartition in the deepest part
of terrestrial bodies. The onset or demise of terrestrial
dynamos were modeled by giant impacts (Arkani-Hamed
and Olson 2010; Kuang et al. 2014; Monteux and Arkani-
Hamed 2014; Monteux et al. 2013; Roberts et al. 2009).
Large impacts heated Mars’ mantle below the impact
site, with the heated volume depending mostly on the
impactor’s size and velocity (Pierazzo et al. 1997; Tonks
and Melosh 1993). The impact-driven heating may be
modeled by a uniform spherical temperature increase
with rapid temperature decrease away from the isother-
mal sphere (Monteux et al. 2007, 2013; Senshu et al.
2002). Hence, for large impacts, the CMB heat flux may be
affected.
Giant impacts may also have affected the morphol-
ogy of the Martian paleomagnetic field. These events
were invoked to explain the Martian and lunar topo-
graphic hemispheric dichotomies (Jutzi and Asphaug
2011; Marinova et al. 2008; Nimmo et al. 2008). Numer-
ical dynamos with a synthetic Y 01 heat flux pattern lead
to magnetic fields concentrated at the large heat flux
hemisphere (Amit et al. 2011a; Dietrich and Wicht 2013;
Stanley et al. 2008). Giant impacts may produce a sim-
ilar effect with a more realistic CMB heat flux pattern
(Monteux et al. 2015).
Relevant observed planetary dynamo properties
Alternative (or any) heterogeneous CMB heat flux is
expected to influence the dynamo on very long timescales
(Olson and Christensen 2002), but some statistical prefer-
ence can already be detected on shorter timescales (Amit
et al. 2010a; Bloxham 2002). Stronger heat flux hetero-
geneity amplitudes increase the probability of a high cor-
relation between a dynamo property and itsmantle-driven
long-term average (Aubert et al. 2007). If the hetero-
geneity amplitude is very large compared to the mean
superadiabatic CMB heat flux, locking may occur and a
mantle signature may appear in a snapshot (Willis et al.
2007).
Because neither the dynamo equations nor the geom-
etry of planetary outer cores contain any special longi-
tude, any persistent deviation of a dynamo property from
axisymmetry can only be explained by boundary hetero-
geneity. In contrast there are special latitudes, obviously
the geographic equator and poles, but also the latitude
of the tangent cylinder (Aurnou et al. 2003). However,
there is no preferred hemisphere (neither in the dynamo
equations nor in the geometry of planetary outer cores), so
any persistent deviation of a dynamo property from equa-
torial symmetry may also require boundary heterogeneity.
Below we list the main dynamo-related observations that
motivated imposing heterogeneous CMB heat flux, in
particular alternative patterns.
The primary dynamo observation is the observed mag-
netic field at the surface, from which a truncated (or
large-scale) part can be downward continued tomodel the
radial magnetic field on the CMB.Many studies attempted
to reproduce the locations of high-latitude intense geo-
magnetic flux patches. The existence of two of these
prominent geomagnetic field features at each hemisphere
(Jackson et al. 2000) is consistent with the Y 22 dom-
inance of the lowermost mantle seismic heterogeneity
(e.g., Masters et al. 2000). The longitudes of the flux
patches and the large seismic shear velocity structures
seem to be correlated (Gubbins 2003), although some
patches exhibit significant mobility (Amit et al. 2011b;
Korte and Holme 2010). The time-average radial field
of the dynamo model of Aubert et al. (2008) decently
reproduces the longitudes of the flux patches in the paleo-
magnetic field (Kelly and Gubbins 1997). However, a shift
between the locations of the large heat flux structures and
the patches was observed, with the shift value depending
on the dynamo internal parameters (Aubert et al. 2007;
Olson and Christensen 2002; Takahashi et al. 2008). Alter-
natively, some geomagnetic (or paleomagnetic) spectral
information, e.g., the number of patches at each hemi-
sphere (corresponding to the dominant order), may be
used as an observational constraint (Amit and Choblet
2009).
While high-latitude intense flux patches near the edge
of the tangent cylinder (Aurnou et al. 2003) are a
robust feature of dipole-dominated numerical dynamos
(Christensen et al. 1998), the observed intense geomag-
netic flux patches at low-latitude (Jackson 2003) are less
characteristic of these models. The morphological criteria
for Earth-like dynamos proposed by Christensen et al.
(2010) identify well magnetic field models that resem-
ble the geomagnetic field, but these criteria contain no
information about the latitudinal distribution of magnetic
flux. Alternative CMB heat flux heterogeneity offers a
ready explanation for localized low-latitude intense flux
patches (Amit and Choblet 2012; Amit et al. in press).
However, such flux patches are not necessarily con-
nected to boundary heterogeneity. Mobile low-latitude
flux patches are seen in numerical dynamos without
boundary heterogeneity when a strong enough influence
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of rotation on outer core convection is present (Wicht
et al. 2011).
Other geodynamo properties apart from the magnetic
field may also be used as observational constraints to
dynamo models with heterogeneous CMB heat flux. For
example, core flowmodels inverted from the geomagnetic
secular variation (Holme 2007) show active Atlantic vs.
quiet Pacific hemispheres (Amit and Olson 2006; Aubert
et al. 2013; Gillet et al. 2009; Holme and Olsen 2006; Hulot
et al. 2002). In addition, the seismic velocity, anisotropy,
and attenuation of the inner core exhibit an east-west
hemispheric dichotomy (Tanaka and Hamaguchi 1997),
although these three seismic propertiesmay sample differ-
ent parts of the inner core (Deuss 2014; Irving and Deuss
2011). Aubert et al. (2008) recovered the observed pat-
terns of the paleomagnetic field and the inner core hemi-
spheric dichotomy in the corresponding time-average
quantities of their dynamo model. The inner core hemi-
spheric dichotomy may indeed be mantle-driven (Aubert
et al. 2008; Gubbins et al. 2011), or alternatively inde-
pendent inner core dynamics (Alboussiére et al. 2010;
Monnereau et al. 2010)may produce anomalous bouyancy
flux that would affect the outer core dynamics and the
properties of the CMB (Aubert et al. 2013; Olson and
Deguen 2012).
On much longer timescales of hundreds of Myr, the
enigmatic variability of the geomagnetic reversal fre-
quency may constrain changes in mantle conditions. In
particular, the existence of long superchrons of tens of
Myr in which no reversal was found in the paleomagnetic
record in contrast to periods of hyper-reversing behavior
(Gradstein et al. 2012; Merrill et al. 1998) is difficult to
reconcile without time-dependent CMB conditions (Amit
and Olson 2015; Biggin et al. 2012; Olson et al. 2013).
In mantle convection simulations constrained by recon-
structed plate motions the timing of the Kiaman Reversed
Superchron (KRS) at around 270–315 Ma coincides with
the low mean and equatorial CMB heat flux (Zhang and
Zhong 2011). However, fast plate motions during themost
recent Cretaceous Normal Superchron (CNS) may result
in large CMB heat flux and frequent reversals (Olson et al.
2013).
Strong crustal magnetic field measured by Mars Global
Surveyor is suggestive of a core dynamo that ceased
at some time during the Noachian (Acuña et al. 2001;
Langlais and Purucker 2007; Lillis et al. 2008; Milbury
et al. 2012). Localized mantle heating may have affected
the efficiency of the dynamo generation on Mars. A
strong mantle plume rooted at the CMB could have ter-
minated the Martian dynamo (Sreenivasan and Jellinek
2012). Alternatively, if the Martian dynamo was subcriti-
cal (Kuang et al. 2008), amoderate CMBheat flux anomaly
induced by a giant impact could have stopped the dynamo
(Kuang et al. 2014).
It has been proposed that the hemispheric dichotomy in
Mars’ crustal magnetic field was caused by heterogeneous
CMB heat flux when the Martian paleo dynamo operated
(Stanley et al. 2008). The magnitude of this dichotomy
(Amit et al. 2011a) is recovered only with strongly con-
vecting reversing dynamo models (Dietrich and Wicht
2013). Thus, in order to record hemispheric magnetiza-
tion, the Martian crust should have cooled over a shorter
period than the typical chron time (Lebrun et al. 2013),
which poses a constraint on the feasibility of the hemi-
spherical dynamo scenario for explaining the hemispheric
dichotomy in Mars’ crustal magnetic field (Dietrich and
Wicht 2013; Monteux et al. 2015).
Methods
The following set of self-consistent non-dimensional
Boussinesq (i.e., incompressible) magnetohydrodynamics
equations for dynamo action due to thermochemical con-
vection of an electrically conducting fluid in a rotating




∂t + u · ∇u − ∇
2u
)
+2zˆ × u +∇P
= Ra rro T +
1
Pm (∇ × B) × B
(1)
∂ B





∂t + u · ∇T =
1
Pr∇
2T +  (3)
∇ · u = 0 (4)
∇ · B = 0 (5)
where u is the velocity, B is the magnetic field, T is co-
density (Braginsky and Roberts 1995), t is time, zˆ is a unit
vector in the direction of the rotation axis, P is modi-
fied pressure which contains centrifugal effects, r is the
position vector, ro is the core radius, and  is co-density
source or sink. Four internal non-dimensional parameters
in (1)–(5) control the dynamo action. The Ekman number
represents the ratio of viscous and Coriolis forces
E = ν
D2 (6)
where ν is kinematic viscosity. The Prandtl number is the




and the magnetic Prandtl number is the ratio of kinematic




The strength of buoyancy force driving the convec-
tion relative to retarding forces is represented by the
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Rayleigh number. When the CMB heat flux is strongly
superadiabatic, Ra can be defined based on the mean




where α is thermal expansivity, g0 is gravitational
acceleration on the outer boundary at radius ro, D is shell
thickness, and k is thermal conductivity. The heat flux
based Ra (9) was used with either generic thermochemical
convection (Amit and Choblet 2009; Amit et al. in press;
Amit and Choblet 2012) or purely thermal convection
(Monteux et al. 2015). Alternatively, when convection is
dominantly chemical, Ra can be defined based on the rate
of light elements release into the outer core due to inner





where χ˙ is the time rate of change of the light element
concentration (mixing ratio) in the outer core due to inner
core growth. The mixing ratio based Ra (10) was invoked
with dominantly (or purely) chemical convection (Amit
and Olson 2015; Olson et al. 2013). The final internal con-
trol parameter is , the sink (or source) term that appears
in the co-density equation (Christensen and Wicht 2007),
which parameterizes the effects of mixing of light ele-
ments in the outer core due to inner core freezing, secular
cooling of the outer core, and radioactivel heat sources.
Various alternative CMBheat fluxmodels were imposed
on the outer boundary of the dynamo models. In the
“Review” section below, we describe in details the pro-
cedures for their constructions. The non-dimensional
heat flux anomaly amplitude is classically defined in
numerous studies by the peak-to-peak difference nor-
malized by twice the mean value (e.g., Olson and
Christensen 2002) as
q∗ = qmax − qmin2q0 (11)
When the CMB heat flux is localized (11) appears to
be inappropriate, hence various alternative measures were
proposed. Sreenivasan and Jellinek (2012) proposed their
control parameter f as the peak-to-background difference
normalized by the background heat flux HB
f = qB − qminqB (12)
They also defined the ratio of the average heat flux,
either over the plume footprint or over the entire CMB,
to the background heat flux, i.e. q¯plume/qB or q¯CMB/qB,
respectively (Sreenivasan and Jellinek 2012). Kuang et al.
(2014) defined their control parameter l as the rela-
tive post-impact heterogeneity amplitude, as in (12). In
contrast, according to the model of mantle heating by
impact of Monteux et al. (2015), in the vicinity of the
impact, the lowermantle is heated to the core temperature
and the CMB heat flux becomes zero, whereas away from
it the lower mantle temperature is unchanged. Therefore,
the control parameter qr0 of Monteux et al. (2015) is based





where qh0 and q0 are the pre- and post-impact mean CMB
heat flux values, respectively.
To dimensionalize the dynamo models output, D, D2/ν,
and √ρμ0λ were used to scale length, time, and mag-
netic field, respectively, where ρ is the fluid density andμ0
the permeability of free space. Co-density is scaled either
by Dq0/k when (9) is used or by ρβD2χ˙/ν when Ra is
defined by (10). For studying the present-day geodynamo
an Earth-like inner-outer core radii ratio of ri/ro = 0.35
was applied (Amit and Choblet 2009, 2012; Amit et al. in
press). A smaller ratio of ri/ro = 0.2 was applied for Mars
(Monteux et al. 2015) to approach no inner core condi-
tions while avoiding numerical instability. The past geody-
namo was modeled with a variable aspect ratio based on
thermal history modeling (Olson et al. 2013). Numerical
dynamos with rigid insulating boundary conditions were
analyzed. Overall, the models differ in the imposed outer
boundary heat flux pattern, the amplitude of its variation
and the convection vigor and style—all of these choices
depend on the particular geophysical application.
Parametric studies of numerical dynamos found two
main types of solutions: non-reversing dipole-dominated
and reversing multipolar (Christensen and Aubert 2006;
Kutzner and Christensen 2002; Olson and Christensen
2006). Careful choice of control parameters may yield
some “Earth-like” overlap of dipole-dominated revers-
ing dynamos (Olson 2007a; Wicht et al. 2009). In this
review, studies that focus on morphological features of
the present-day field had dipole-dominated non-reversing
models as a reference state, whereas in studies of rever-
sal frequency either reversing dynamos or models of both
types were analyzed. Both types of solutions were exam-
ined in the context of the paleo dynamo of Mars. Table 1
summarizes the control parameters, convection styles,
inner to outer core ratios, and dynamo types in the papers
reviewed here.
Review
To our best knowledge, only eight papers have examined
the effects of alternative (i.e., neither tomographic nor
single harmonic) CMB heat flux on planetary dynamos
(Amit and Choblet 2009, 2012; Amit and Olson 2015;
Amit et al. in press; Kuang et al. 2014; Monteux












Table 1 Summary of dynamo models control parameters, geometry, convection styles and reversibility in the following papers: AC09 (Amit and Choblet 2009), AC12 (Amit and
Choblet 2012), ADC15 (Amit et al. in press), ODHZ13 (Olson et al. 2013), AO15 (Amit and Olson 2015), SJ12 (Sreenivasan and Jellinek 2012), KJRF14 (Kuang et al. 2014) and MACLT15
(Monteux et al. 2015). In all papers Pr = 1. Control parameters correspond to the definitions in this paper (see “Methods” section), so the values may differ from the original papers if
different definitions were used (in particular for the Ekman number). Alternative definitions of CMB heat flux heterogeneity amplitudes q∗eff (termed here effective) include f of SJ12
(12), l of KJRF14 (also 12) and qr0 of MACLT15 (13). The Rayleigh number for SJ12 and KJRF14 is given in terms of the critical value for the onset of convection Rac . The
time-dependent inner core size in ODHZ13 is determined based on a core evolution model
Paper E Ra Pm q∗ q∗eff ri/ro Conv Rev?
AC09 3 · 10−4 106 3 0.5 – 0.35 TC No
AC12 3 · 10−4 (0.5 − 1) · 106 3 − 7 0.5 − 0.8 – 0.35 TC No
ADC15 3 · 10−4 (1 − 3) · 106 3 − 10 0.7 − 1.34 – 0.35 TC No
ODHZ13 5.75 · 10−3 (1.5 − 4) · 104 20 0.67 − 1.1 – Variable C Both
AO15 (1 − 6) · 10−3 (0.6 − 18) · 105 20 0.65 − 2.22 – 0.35 C Both
SJ12 5 · 10−5 12Rac 1 – 4 − 29 0.35 TC No
KJRF14 2.6 · 10−5 ∼ Rac 1 – 0.05 − 0.3 0.31 T Yes
MACLT15 (1 − 3) · 10−4 (0.735 − 4) · 107 3 0.3 − 0.8 0.04 − 0.26 0.2 T Both
Conv convection type, T thermal, TC thermochemical, C chemical, Rev? reversibility
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2012). Here we describe for each of these papers the CMB
heat flux models that were imposed as outer boundary
conditions on the dynamo simulations. Then, for each
paper, we compare the results with those obtained with
a reference heat flux model (Table 2) and we report the
consequences for the resulting dynamo properties.
Lower mantle thermal-chemical-phase heterogeneity and
geodynamomorphological features
Here we review the papers by Amit and Choblet (2009),
Amit and Choblet (2012), and Amit et al. (in press). As in
previous studies, a reference CMB heat flux anomaly of
purely thermal origin δqT was assumed to be linearly pro-





Figure 3a shows the CMB heat flux based on the tomog-
raphy model of Masters et al. (2000) and (14). Nakagawa
and Tackley (2008) found that when incorporating post-
perovskite phase transition in their mantle convection
models, the δq to δvs relation becomes an inclined step
function (Fig. 2a), with the spreading effect well approx-
imated by a tanh function. Following equation (B8) of
Nakagawa and Tackley (2008), Amit and Choblet (2009)

















Table 2 Summary of dynamo models imposed outer boundary
heat flux patterns in AC09 (Amit and Choblet 2009), AC12 (Amit
and Choblet 2012), ADC15 (Amit et al. in press), ODHZ13 (Olson
et al. 2013), AO15 (Amit and Olson 2015), SJ12 (Sreenivasan and
Jellinek 2012), and MACLT15 (Monteux et al. 2015). For each
paper, the reference and alternative patterns are given.
Tomographic always refers to present-day, HF1 is the
time-dependent model of Zhang and Zhong (2011). For more
details, see text
Paper Reference Alternative




ADC15 Tomographic Probabilistic tomography
ODHZ13 Tomographic HF1




The non-dimensional parameters in (15) are the ampli-
tude A, the tanh spreading factor B, and the offset D. For
a given amplitude A, the spreading factor B is constrained
by reaching the tanh asymptote while maintaining an
inclined step function (rather than Z-like curve).
Figure 3b shows a heat flux anomaly map that accounts
for post-perovskite according to (15). The patterns in
Fig. 3a, b are similar, but the relative magnitudes of
the positive/negative heat flux structures vary. When the
post-perovskite effect is included, the positive structures
weaken and spread over larger areas, whereas the nega-
tive structures remain strong and more localized (Fig. 3b).
This is due to the particular pattern of the tomographic
model that contains larger amplitude narrower regions
of negative seismic velocity anomalies (δvs, δqT < 0) as
opposed to broader regions of weaker positive anoma-
lies (Fig. 3a). The tanh function strongly reduces inter-
mediate δvs while it reduces extreme δvs more mildly,
resulting in a spreading effect acting stronger on the
positive δqT .
Following Aubert et al. (2008), Amit and Choblet (2009)
compared three long-term time-average properties of
their dynamo models with relevant observations: the
radial magnetic field on the outer boundary with the time-
average paleomagnetic field over the past 5Myr (Kelly and
Gubbins 1997), the flow at the top of the shell with the
core flow model of Amit and Christensen (2008) obtained
from inversions of the historical geomagnetic secular vari-
ation (Jackson et al. 2000) and averaged over the period
1840–1990, and the inner boundary buoyancy flux with
seismic anomalies of the upper inner core (Tanaka and
Hamaguchi 1997). As an example, we highlight here the
latter comparison (Fig. 4). The inner boundary buoyancy
flux is characterized by two isolated positive low-latitude
structures both in the thermal case (Fig. 4a, denoted as T)
as well as when accounting for post-perovskite (Fig. 4b,
denoted as Tp1). In addition, however, the ICB buoyancy
fluxes contain other orders. More vigorous convection
leads to stronger filtering of the CMB order 2 content
and the ICB pattern remains dominantly order 1 (Aubert
et al. 2008), whereas slightly supercritical convection
leaves the ICB pattern with nearly non-distorted order 2
(Gubbins et al. 2011). Amit and Choblet (2009) found
that the ratio of order 1 to order 2 in Fig. 4b is signifi-
cantly larger than that in 4a. This suggests that account-
ing for post-perovskite improves the agreement of the
dynamo models with the order 1 dominance in seis-
mic properties of the upper inner core (Tanaka and
Hamaguchi 1997), although the phase may vary sub-
stantially from one dynamo model to another. Amit and
Choblet (2009) argued that accounting for post-perovskite
also improves the recovery of the Atlantic/Pacific
hemispheric dichotomy in core flow activity (Amit and
Christensen 2008; Gillet et al. 2009) and the single intense
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a T b Tp1
-0.38 0.38 -0.37 0.37
Fig. 3 Non-dimensional CMB heat flux patterns based on the mantle tomography model of Masters et al. (2000): a Thermal linear interpretation T
and b interpretation including a post-perovskite effect Tp1. From Amit and Choblet (2009)
paleomagnetic flux patch in the southern hemisphere
(Kelly and Gubbins 1997).
Next, narrow features that are not captured by global
tomography models were considered. Lower mantle
tomography models are dominated by a Y 22 component
(e.g., Masters et al. 2000), which is classically interpreted
as the largest scale temperature anomaly. Such a pattern
was imposed by many authors as heat flux on the outer
boundary of their numerical dynamo models (e.g., Aubert
et al. 2007; Bloxham 2002; Olson and Christensen 2002;
Sreenivasan 2009). Amit and Choblet (2012) used the Y 22
pattern as a reference case and superimposed on it low
heat flux ridges at the four margins of hot and cold large-
scale structures (Table 2). The ridges were modeled using
a Gaussian geometry with an amplitude equal to that of
the hot large-scale features (Fig. 5).
Figure 6 presents two close-ups of the time-average
dynamo model velocity and magnetic field, one on the
center of Fig. 5 (i.e., center of a ridge with a positive heat
flux anomaly to its east), the other centered on a ridge with
a positive heat flux anomaly to its west. In places where a
positive heat flux anomaly appears east of the ridge (Fig. 6
left), the poloidal flow dominates and the fluid diverges
from the hot ridge. Stronger field appears east of the ridge
where cold fluid downwelling concentrates magnetic flux.
In contrast, in places where a positive heat flux anomaly
appears west of the ridge (Fig. 6 right), the upwelling asso-
ciated with this ridge is broken at the equator, westward
toroidal flow dominates, and the magnetic field exhibits
patches of comparable intensity on both sides of the ridge.
Note that the fluid upwellings appear very close to the lon-
gitudes of the hot CMB heat flux ridges, in contrast to
previous studies of numerical dynamos with a Y 22 CMB
heat flux pattern in which a phase shift was found between
the heat flux and the flow structures (Aubert et al. 2007;
Olson and Christensen 2002; Takahashi et al. 2008).
Amit and Choblet (2012) interpreted the low-latitude
dynamics around the ridge locations by a combined
effect of westward drift in the time-average homoge-
neous dynamo (Aubert 2005) and the steady boundary-
driven flow that roughly goes from hot to cold regions
(Gubbins 2003). When cold material is east of the ridge
the two flows counteract and the ridge acts as a flow bar-
rier, whereas when cold material is west of the ridge both
flows are westward and the barrier effect is diminished.
Applying these inferences to the tomography model of
a T b Tp1
-0.30 0.30 -0.30 0.30
Fig. 4 Time-average inner-core boundary buoyancy flux anomalies normalized by the mean buoyancy flux: aModel T and bModel Tp1. From Amit
and Choblet (2009)
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1.40
Fig. 5 Non-dimensional CMB heat flux based on a Y22 pattern with
narrow hot ridges superimposed on the boundaries between
large-scale hot and cold structures. From Amit and Choblet (2012)
Masters et al. (2000), Amit and Choblet (2012) predicted
(in a statistical sense) fluid upwelling at the top of the core
and a barrier for azimuthal flow below central Asia and
the Indian Ocean and below the American Pacific coast.
Below east Asia and Oceania and below the Americas
they predicted persistent intense low-latitude geomag-
netic flux patches. These predictions are in agreement
with preferred longitudes of virtual geomagnetic poles
during reversals both in paleomagnetic data (Hoffman
1996; Love 1998; Merrill and McFadden 1999) and in
tomographic reversing dynamo models (Coe et al. 2000;
Kutzner and Christensen 2004). It also resonates with the
persistent production of low-latitude geomagnetic flux
patches below Indonesia during the historical era (Jackson
et al. 2000).
Finally, probabilistic tomography may be used to isolate
the thermal component of the observed seismic anoma-
lies. A limitation of the probabilistic tomography models
published so far is that only even spherical harmonic
degrees are included (Mosca et al. 2012; Trampert et al.
2004). To overcome this problem, Amit et al. (in press)
mapped the ratio between shear-wave velocity δlnVes
(even degrees) and thermal anomalies δTe (even degrees)
in probabilistic tomography and applied this mapping to
a conventional lower mantle seismic tomography model
δlnVCs (even and odd degrees) to obtain a rescaled ther-
mal anomaly distribution δTP with both even and odd









Fig. 6 Zoom into two ridges at low-latitude of the time-average of a dynamo case with imposed CMB heat flux as in Fig. 5, with a positive heat flux
anomaly to the east (left, where Fig. 5 is centered) and with a positive heat flux anomaly to the west (right). Non-dimensional velocity at the top of
the free stream is shown in the top panel, non-dimensional magnetic field in the bottom panel. Radial components are in colors, tangential
components in arrows. From Amit and Choblet (2012)
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To avoid numerical instabilities at regions where δlnVes
is low, at each node of the probabilistic tomographymodel
δTe and δlnVes were sampled according to their full proba-
bility distribution functions (PDFs) rather than their mean
values, resulting in a full PDF of the ratio δTe/δlnVes .
Amit et al. (in press) applied the above procedure on the
conventional seismic tomography model of Masters et al.
(2000) and the probabilistic tomography model of Mosca
et al. (2012) for the seismic and thermal anomalies. The
resulting CMB heat flux pattern inferred from probabilis-
tic tomography (Fig. 7) exhibits positive structures mostly
concentrated at low latitude.
The dynamo models with an imposed probabilis-
tic tomography heat flux pattern are characterized by
stronger magnetic and convective activity at low-latitude
than the dynamo models with conventional tomography
heat flux. The timeseries of the ratio of RMS low-latitude
magnetic flux to RMS high-latitude magnetic flux as well
as the ratio of maximum low-latitude magnetic flux to
maximum high-latitude magnetic flux (Fig. 8) show larger
mean values and much larger temporal fluctuations in the
probabilistic dynamomodels (Fig. 8b) than those obtained
with conventional tomography (Fig. 8a). For comparison,
Amit et al. (in press) found that the historical geomag-
netic field model gufm1 (Jackson et al. 2000) exhibits for
the period 1840–1990 average RMS and maxima ratios of
0.675 and 0.725, respectively. The higher resolutionmodel
CHAOS-4 (Olsen et al. 2014) for the period 2000–2010 is
characterized by somewhat larger average ratios of 0.797
and 0.882, and the average ratios in the lower resolution
archeomagnetic field model Cals3k.3 (Korte et al. 2009)
for the past three millennia are 0.470 and 0.648. Account-
ing for the temporal fluctuations in the dynamo models
with the CMB heat flux pattern inferred from probabilis-
tic tomography, any of these models may occasionally
recover the observed low- to high-latitude geomagnetic
flux ratios.
Fig. 7 Non-dimensional normalized CMB heat flux pattern inferred
from probabilistic tomography. The same pattern was used for
different q∗ values (see Table 1), hence the absence of a color bar.
Red/blue denotes positive/negative heat flux anomalies, respectively.
From Amit et al. (in press)
Lower mantle history and geomagnetic reversal frequency
Here we review the papers by Olson et al. (2013) and Amit
and Olson (2015). Zhang and Zhong (2011) imposed a
reconstructed plate tectonics model for the period 0–120
Ma (Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards 1998) and Atlantic
hemisphere continent reconstructions for older periods
(Scotese 2001) as a time-dependent mechanical upper
boundary condition on their mantle thermochemical con-
vection model to infer the time-dependent CMB heat
flux. According to one of the CMB heat flux models of
Zhang and Zhong (2011), termedHF1, relatively large/low
meanCMBheat flux corresponds to fast/slow plate recon-
structions (Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards 1998; Scotese
2001), respectively. In addition, HF1 includes temporal
changes in the heat flux pattern (Fig. 9) and ampli-
tude (Table 1), most notably a transition from degree-
1 dominance during Pangea to degree-2 dominance at
present.
Olson et al. (2013) imposed snapshots of HF1 (Fig. 9) on
chemical convection dominated numerical dynamos. In
addition, they accounted for the time-dependent core evo-
lution that is controlled by the mean CMB heat flux.
Using thermal history modeling (Labrosse 2003), Olson
et al. (2013) determined the time-dependent CMB heat
flux and consequently the time-dependent inner core
size and inner core boundary buoyancy flux. Accord-
ing to these models, a few tens of Myrs after inner
core nucleation outer core convection indeed becomes
dominantly chemical. Very high core thermal conduc-
tivity (e.g., Pozzo et al. 2012) implies that higher CMB
heat flux, radiogenic heating, or some presently unknown
form of chemical differentiation in the core would be
needed to power the geodynamo prior to inner core
nucleation. However, the debate on core thermal con-
ductivity is still ongoing (Zhang et al. 2015). Finally,
Olson et al. (2013) also accounted for the observed
nearly linear increase in length of day (Williams 2000) to
derive a time-dependent rotation rate. Overall, they estab-
lished the relative temporal evolution of the Rayleigh and
Ekman numbers for the period corresponding to the HF1
model.
Olson et al. (2013) compared the time-dependent rever-
sal frequency of two types of dynamo models, one with
time-dependent and another with fixed present-day CMB
heat flux (both cases include time-dependent core evolu-
tion). This comparison allows distinguishing between the
direct effects of the CMB heterogeneity and the effects
of the core evolution. Figure 10 shows comparison of
the reversal frequency of the dynamo models of Olson
et al. (2013) with the observed paleomagnetic reversal
frequency record (Gradstein et al. 2012). The dynamo
model with fixed CMB heat flux is characterized by
weaker temporal variability in reversal frequency. In con-
trast, the dynamo model with time-dependent CMB heat



































Fig. 8 Timeseries of low/high-latitude magnetic flux ratios for dynamo models with the same control parameters but different outer boundary heat
flux patterns, one with a pattern from conventional tomography (a, case C2 of Amit et al. in press) and the other with a pattern inferred from
probabilistic tomography (b, case P2 of Amit et al. in press). Black/red curves are RMS/maxima ratios, respectively. From Amit et al. (in press)
flux shows larger reversal frequency fluctuations includ-
ing superchrons and rather hyper-reversing periods. In
particular, at 275 Ma when Pangea was at its height and
prior to it, the dynamo model with time-dependent CMB
heat flux recovers the low reversal frequency, whereas that
is not the case for the dynamomodel with fixed CMB heat
flux. Olson et al. (2013) argued that the transition from
low to high reversal frequency is driven by the supercon-
tinent cycle. Both dynamo models fail to reproduce the
robust Cretaceous Normal Superchron at 120 Ma. How-
ever, Olson et al. (2013) demonstrated that the reversal
frequency is strongly sensitive tomild changes in the CMB
heat flux (mean, pattern, and its amplitude).
In contrast, the lower mantle may exhibit a quasi-
stationary pattern. Amit and Olson (2015) proposed that
the extreme variability in the recorded geomagnetic rever-
sal frequency, from hyper-reversing periods to super-
chrons, may be explained by lower mantle piles with
a fixed lateral pattern but time-dependent height. Amit
and Olson (2015) proposed a simple model of the D”
layer with fixed temperature difference, conserved volume
with time, and a conductive equilibrium. Based on these
assumptions, they derived analytically the dependence of
the mean CMB heat flux and the amplitude of its lateral
heterogeneity on the pile height. They showed that super-
plume growth increases both the mean CMB heat flux
and the amplitude of its lateral heterogeneity, whereas pile
collapse decreases these two quantities.
Figure 11 shows the rotated Y 02 CMB heat flux pattern
based on the model of lower mantle seismic heterogene-
ity by Dziewonski et al. (2010). The mean heat flux was
assumed to be close to the core adiabat, i.e., the dynamo
models are dominated by chemical convection. The het-
erogeneity pattern was generated using spherical harmon-
ics Y 02 , Y 22 , and Y 11 , with relative amplitudes of 10 : 10 :
1, respectively. Amit and Olson (2015) determined the






Fig. 9 Snapshots of CMB heat flux (colors) and plate boundaries (solid
black lines) from the mantle history model HF1 of Zhang and Zhong
(2011). From Olson et al. (2013)
amplitudes of mean heat flux and heterogeneity in their
dynamo models based on their analytical piles model as
functions of pile height. In addition, they set the Rayleigh
number based on the mean heat flux from their analytical
piles model.
Figure 12 shows the non-dimensional reversal
frequency as functions of pile height and mean outer
boundary heat flux for the rotated Y 02 (Fig. 11) dynamos.
The error bars correspond to
√
N/τd (where N is the
reversal frequency and τd is the dipole free decay time),
consistent with a Poisson distribution (Lhuillier et al.
2013). The reversal frequency increases approximately
linearly beyond onset. There is a fairly small window
separating the pile height that would produce magnetic
superchrons and the pile height that would produce
hyper-reversing dynamos. A relatively moderate increase
of ∼35% in CMB heat flux corresponds to a transition
from dynamo models exhibiting superchrons to those in a
hyper-reversing state. Amit and Olson (2015) concluded
that pile growth may stimulate polarity reversals, whereas
pile collapse may inhibit reversals.
Localized mantle heating and the paleo dynamo of Mars
Here we review the papers by Sreenivasan and Jellinek
(2012), Kuang et al. (2014), and Monteux et al. (2015).
Sreenivasan and Jellinek (2012) simulated the localized















where θ and φ are latitude and longitude, θp and φp are the
corresponding coordinates of the plume center, and δ2θ and
δ2φ are the corresponding exponential decay coefficients,
set to be 15◦ at the equator. The localized CMB plume-
induced heat flux heterogeneity is visualized in the inlet of
Fig. 13a.
The dynamo models of Sreenivasan and Jellinek (2012)
are strongly supercritical (Table 1), requiring large het-
erogeneity amplitudes to terminate the dynamo (Fig. 13a).
Increasing heterogeneity amplitude attenuates the field
and eventually leads to the dynamo failure (Fig. 13b). In
addition, it is easier to kill the dynamo if the mantle plume
is centered at low-latitude (Fig. 13a).
The underlying mechanism for the demise of the
dynamo due to the localized CMB heating is visualized
in Fig. 14. The boundary heterogeneity weakens the axial
flow and reverses its direction. As a result, the kinetic
helicity also weakens significantly. Theweakening of helic-
ity reduces the field generation efficiency (Moffatt 1978)
and leads to the demise of the dynamo (Sreenivasan and
Jellinek 2012).
Kuang et al. (2014) also studied the possibility of Mar-
tian dynamo cessation due to localized CMB heating, but
by a giant impact. The impact-induced thermal hetero-
geneity is modeled by shock wave heating emanating from
the impact site (Pierazzo et al. 1997; Watters et al. 2009).
The temperature rapidly decays from the impact center.
In contrast to Sreenivasan and Jellinek (2012), the dynamo
models of Kuang et al. (2014) are subcritical with mod-
erate heterogeneity amplitudes of l ≤ 0.3 (see Table 1).
These subcritical dynamos were found to be hemispheric
(Kuang et al. 2008), in contrast to other studies that argued
that under subcritical conditions helicity generation is




Fig. 10 Top: Geomagnetic reversal frequency (yellow and barcode below) based on the Geomagnetic Polarity Time Scale (GPTS) database of Gradstein
et al. (2012) vs. reversal frequency in dynamo models with time-dependent CMB heat flux (black pluses) and fixed present-day tomographic pattern
(red crosses). The Cretaceous Normal Superchron (CNS), Kiaman Reversed Superchron (KRS), and Moyero Normal Superchron (MNS) are grey shaded.
Bottom: Polarity bias, i.e., the difference between time spent in normal and reversed polarities normalized by their sum. From Olson et al. (2013)
more efficient when the field is dipole-dominated (Hori
and Wicht 2013; Sreenivasan and Jones 2011).
Kuang et al. (2014) also found that a giant impact at low-
latitude and with a large heterogeneity amplitude is more
likely to terminate the dynamo. Figure 15 shows that when
the impacts where placed at latitude 60◦N and higher the
dynamos survived. The dynamos failed if the CMB heat
flux heterogeneity amplitude was larger than a critical
value. This critical value decreases with increasing lati-
tude of the impact site. The dynamo failure occurs when
the helicity is reduced in the hemisphere where most of
the field is expected to be induced.
Localized mantle shock heating by a giant impact could
have also altered the morphology of the Martian paleo
Fig. 11 CMB heat flux pattern in the dual superplume configuration.
The mean heat flux is 100mW/m2 and the peak-to-peak variation is
60mW/m2. From Amit and Olson (2015)
dynamo. Monteux et al. (2015) uniquely determined the
CMB heat flux lateral variations as well as the reduction
in the mean CMB heat flux by the size and geographic
location of the impactor. Figure 16 shows the CMB heat
flux patterns resulting from an impactor of 800 km radius
falling on the north pole (left) or the equator (right) of
Mars’ surface. Because it is thought that there is no inner
core in Mars (Breuer et al. 2010; Schubert and Spohn
1990), purely thermal convection wasmodeled, with a vol-
umetric homogeneous heat source  that compensated for
the loss of heat through the outer boundary (Amit et al.
2011a; Dietrich and Wicht 2013). A small inner core cor-
responding to ri/ro = 0.2 was retained to avoid numerical
instabilities, but the inner boundary was set to be convec-
tively passive (Table 1). Both non-reversing and reversing
dynamos were examined.
Figure 17 shows the time-average RMS radial field at
the CMB and the time-average field intensity at the sur-
face of Mars for a dynamo model with an impactor of
radius 800 km falling on the north geographic pole (Fig. 16
left). The impactor yields an hemispheric field similar to
those obtained with synthetic Y 01 CMB heat flux patterns
(Amit et al. 2011a; Dietrich and Wicht 2013; Stanley et al.
2008). Monteux et al. (2015) found that a polar impactor
leads to a north-south hemispheric magnetic dichotomy
that is stronger than an east-west dichotomy created by an
equatorial impactor (in agreement with Amit et al. 2011a,
Dietrich and Wicht 2013).
Monteux et al. (2015) found that an impactor radius
of about 1000 km could have recovered the mag-
netic dichotomy observed in the Martian crustal field.









Fig. 12 Non-dimensional reversal frequency vs. non-dimensional pile height a and vs. non-dimensional mean CMB heat flux b in the set of dual pile
(rotated Y02 ) dynamo models. From Amit and Olson (2015)
However, strong enough magnetic dichotomies were
obtained only for frequently reversing dynamos (as in
Dietrich and Wicht 2013). Therefore, such dynamos
may account for the observed field dichotomy only
if very rapid post-impact magma cooling took place
(Lebrun et al. 2013).
Conclusions
Discussion
The study of mantle control on planetary dynamos may
be classified into three categories. In the first category,
numerical dynamos with homogeneous boundary con-
ditions have already reproduced successfully the most
fundamental observed geodynamo properties, in par-
ticular the dipole dominance of the field (Glatzmaier
and Roberts 1997) and its reversibility (Glatzmaier and
Roberts 1995). Parametric studies of numerical dynamos
show that increasing convection vigor (which is controlled
by the mean CMB heat flux) causes a transition from
dipole dominated non-reversing to multipolar reversing
dynamos (Aubert et al. 2009; Christensen and Aubert
2006; Kutzner and Christensen 2002). The very differ-
ent magnetic field geometries and amplitudes observed
for the various planets and moons (Stevenson 1983) may
represent different locations of their dynamos in param-
eter space with respect to this transition (Olson and
Christensen 2006). In the second category, heterogeneous
but simplified (i.e., not alternative) boundary conditions
may help explain more refined dynamo properties, in
particular for the Earth where detailed observations are
available. In a third category, numerical dynamos with
imposed alternative CMB heat flux can be considered as
the next step to approach the recovery of more refined
observations using more realistic CMB conditions.
Persistent morphological features of the present-day
geodynamo were explained using alternative CMB heat
flux models (Amit and Choblet 2009, 2012; Amit et al.
in press). The modifications of the CMB heat flux pat-
terns due to post-perovskite and thermal ridges are mild,
and therefore their impact on the dynamo properties are
also mild. Thus, in order to detect the differences between
the reference dynamo models and those modified by the
post-perovskite and thermal ridges effects (Table 2), long-
term time-averaging is required (Amit and Choblet 2009,
2012). In contrast, the CMB heat flux pattern inferred
from probabilistic tomography is dramatically distinctive
from its reference (Amit et al. in press), and therefore pro-
vides a genuinely new insight into the possible control of
the mantle heterogeneity on the geodynamo.
Dynamo models with imposed CMB heat flux inferred
from both thermal ridges and probabilistic tomography
were invoked to explain the presence of intense geo-
magnetic flux patches at low latitude (Amit and Choblet
2012; Amit et al. in press). In the latter models, enhanced
low-latitude convective and magnetic activity is found, in
particular during some occasional bursts during which the
models exceed the observed relative low-latitude geomag-
netic flux (Amit et al. in press). These robust low-latitude
geomagnetic features (Jackson 2003) are more difficult
to reproduce in dynamo models than high-latitude flux
patches (Christensen et al. 1998), possibly due to flux dis-
persion by upwelling (Wicht et al. 2009) that reconnects
with the downwellings near the tangent cylinder in the
dynamo’s meridional circulation (Aubert 2005). Intense
low-latitude geomagnetic flux patches, which are indeed
easier to recover with alternative CMB heat flux, have
so far not been included explicitly as a morphological
constraint for Earth-like dynamo models (Christensen
et al. 2010).
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a
b
Fig. 13 a Critical heat flux heterogeneity amplitudes required for dynamo failure vs. plume latitude for a mantle plume centered at 15°S (see CMB
heat flux pattern in inlet). The three curves are based on three definitions of the heterogeneity amplitude: f (blue, Eq. (12)), H¯CMB/HB (solid black), and
H¯plume/HB (dashed black). b Timeseries of normalized magnetic energy for a mantle plume centered at 45°S with f = 0 (blue), f = 4 (red), f = 10
(black), f = 25 (magenta), and f = 29 (green). From Sreenivasan and Jellinek (2012)
Due to the very low viscosity and very large scale
of planetary outer cores, dynamo models operate in
a parametric regime very far from realistic conditions
(e.g., Christensen and Wicht 2007; Glatzmaier 2002). The
situation is more severe if long-term time-averaging is
required to detect the impact of alternative or any het-
erogeneous mantle control, because long simulations are
needed for adequate statistical convergence of the time-
average dynamo properties. An especially extreme case
concerns the study of reversal frequency which requires
very long simulations to obtain significant statistics of rare
events. Indeed the Ekman and magnetic Prandtl numbers
in the studies by Olson et al. (2013) and Amit and Olson
(2015) are very large (Table 1); the Ekman number is more
than 10 orders of magnitude larger than its geophysi-
cal estimate (e.g., Olson 2007b). Amit and Olson (2015)
explored some simulations with a lower Ekman num-
ber. They found qualitative agreement with their larger
Ekman number results, but computational limitations
prevented them from providing a confident quantitative
analysis, in this case of the reversal frequency vs. pile
height.









Fig. 14 Zonal profiles of non-dimensional axial velocity a and
non-dimensional axial kinetic helicity b in dynamo models without
(left) and with (right) a plume. The minimum and maximum axial
velocity values are [−40.4, 34.4] (left) and [−19.3, 18.3] (right); the
minimum and maximum axial kinetic helicity values are [−174.6,
137.8] (left) and [−23.6, 24.8] (right). From Sreenivasan and Jellinek
(2012)
The variability in the paleomagnetic reversal frequency
was explained by alternative time-dependent CMB heat
flux models (Amit and Olson 2015; Olson et al. 2013).
The larger temporal variability in reversal frequency in
the dynamo models with time-dependent CMB heat flux
compared to those with a fixed tomographic pattern, in
particular the presence of superchrons in the former, sup-
ports a time-dependent mantle convection structure over
the past ∼500 Myr (Olson et al. 2013). It also shows that
core evolution by its own cannot account for the large
variability in the paleomagnetic reversal frequency. The
Fig. 15 Survivability of dynamos as a function of CMB heat flux
heterogeneity amplitude l (radial distance) and the co-latitude of the
impact θl (angle from vertical axis). From Kuang et al. (2014)
HF1 model (Zhang and Zhong 2011) exhibits temporal
variations in the mean CMB heat flux, its pattern and the
amplitude of lateral heterogeneity (Fig. 9 and Table 1), all
of which may affect reversal frequency (see Olson and
Amit 2014, and references therein).
According to the HF1 model, the CMB heat flux pat-
tern evolved from degree-1 dominance during Pangea to
degree-2 at present. This transition is reflected in the
time-average magnetic field of the dynamo models with
prescribed heat flux pattern inferred from HF1. Olson
et al. (2013) showed that at present, the dipole is very
axial, whereas with increasing age the dipole axis substan-
tially deviated from the geographic pole. The symmetry
of the early time-average magnetic field highly correlates
with the symmetry of the CMB heat flux heterogeneity,
exhibiting magnetic field concentrations aligned with the
axis of the large CMB heat flux.
Dziewonski et al. (2010) proposed that the CMB heat
flux is quasi-stationary with two stable states that may
each persist for hundreds of Myr. When the plates are
organized in one supercontinent at Earth’s surface, the
CMB heat flux may be characterized by a rotated Y 01 pat-
tern; when two continents are present, the CMB heat
flux is expressed by a rotated Y 02 pattern. Amit and
Olson (2015) showed that in both scenarios increasing pile
height increases the mean CMB heat flux, the amplitude
of its heterogeneity, and the resulting reversal frequency.
For a given pile height, the rotated Y 01 pattern yields
larger mean heat flux, heterogeneity amplitude and rever-
sal frequency than the rotated Y 02 pattern (Amit andOlson
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Fig. 16 Non-dimensional CMB heat flux resulting from an impactor of radius 800 km falling on the north pole (left) or the equator (right). The same
pattern was used for different q∗ values (see Table 1), hence the absence of a color bar. Red/blue denotes positive/negative heat flux anomalies,
respectively. From Monteux et al. (2015)
2015), suggesting higher sensitivity of the paleomagnetic
reversal frequency to changing mantle conditions prior to
the KRS.
The dependence of the reversal frequency on the het-
erogeneity amplitude is not trivial. In particular, the
rotated Y 02 case contains polar cooling that accord-
ing to most studies may suppress reversals (Glatzmaier
et al. 1999; Kutzner and Christensen 2004). Polar cooling
results in axial-dipole dominance due to flux concentra-
tion at high-latitudes (Amit et al. 2010b) and therefore
indeed suppresses reversals (a state termed geographic
control by Olson and Amit 2014). However, when the
dynamo is far from the onset of reversals, Olson and Amit
(2014) found that the opposite occurs and polar cooling
increases reversal frequency by producing more turbu-
lent conditions (which they termed inertial control). In the
piles model of Amit and Olson (2015), the effects of vari-
able mean CMB heat flux and heterogeneity amplitude are
non-separable. However, if indeed the rotated Y 02 pattern
works in unison with the mean CMB heat flux to trigger
reversals, it is suggestive of inertial rather than geographic
control (Olson and Amit 2014).
The demise of the Martian dynamo was explained by
a localized CMB heating (Kuang et al. 2014; Sreenivasan
and Jellinek 2012). Sreenivasan and Jellinek (2012)
imposed plume-induced thermal anomalies with large
heterogeneity amplitudes on highly supercritical numeri-
cal dynamos, whereas Kuang et al. (2014) imposed impact-
induced thermal anomalies with moderate heterogeneity
amplitudes on subcritical dynamos. Under supercritical
conditions, the CMB anomaly causes the dynamo to
decay relatively slow—the field drops by one order of
1.60 mT
Sqrt of time-average Br2  on the CMB
0.070 mT
Fig. 17 Time-average magnetic field properties on the CMB (left) and on the surface of Mars (right) in a dynamo model with imposed outer
boundary heat flux due to a polar impactor as in Fig. 16. From Monteux et al. (2015)
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magnitude in ∼1.7 magnetic diffusion times (Sreenivasan
and Jellinek 2012), whereas under subcritical conditions
the termination is more sudden—the field decays
∼4 times faster (Kuang et al. 2014). The large heterogene-
ity amplitudes in the dynamo models of Sreenivasan and
Jellinek (2012) imply that below themantle plume the heat
is flowing unrealistically into the core. Another problem
is that under vigorous convection the dynamo is expected
to restart once the mantle anomaly vanishes. Note that
reducing dynamo efficiency by heterogeneous CMB heat
flux is not trivial; another pattern may have the opposite
effect, as was shown for Y 22 heterogeneity which enhances
helical core flow and hence improves dynamo efficiency
(Sreenivasan 2009).
In both cases (Kuang et al. 2014; Sreenivasan and
Jellinek 2012) it was found that low-latitude localized
heating is favorable for terminating the dynamo, despite
the distinctive role of convection in these two types of
dynamo models. Sreenivasan and Jellinek (2012) argued
that the critical latitude for plume location in order to
kill the dynamo depends on the lowest latitude where
axial columns driven by rapid rotation (Busse 1970)
impinge the CMB (see Fig. 14a). Overall, these results
may pose upper bounds on the amount of possible planet
reorientation in the history of the Martian paleodynamo
(Kuang et al. 2014; Sreenivasan and Jellinek 2012). The
possibility of a major true polar wander (TPW) event on
Mars is under debate. Significant TPW has been advo-
cated for Early Noachian from studies of the crustal
geoid associated to dynamical models for the forma-
tion of the crustal dichotomy (Roberts and Zhong 2007).
TPW was also proposed for the subsequent 4 Gyr from
studies of paleomagnetic poles (Hood et al. 2005) and
paleoshorelines (Perron et al. 2007) or from theoreti-
cal models (Matsuyama et al. 2006). However, to our
best knowledge, observed geological evidence for such
processes (e.g., Grimm and Solomon 1986) are still lack-
ing. Furthermore, models of lithospheric shell rotation
associated with the apparent migration of Tharsis (e.g.,
Srámek and Zhong 2012) could lead to tectonic observa-
tions identical to that caused by TPW, although the two
underlying physical processes are very different.
Some of the results obtained by Kuang et al. (2014)
seem somewhat counter-intuitive, in particular the field
morphology (see their Fig. 3). Their homogeneous CMB
heat flux subcritical dynamo model indeed produces a
hemispheric magnetic field (as previously reported by
Kuang et al. 2008), with a peak at a specific latitude
(∼30◦S). However, the field may reverse and this peak
can migrate to different latitudes with time. It is there-
fore not clear why would the peak magnetic field of
the heterogeneous dynamos almost coincide with that of
the homogeneous case. It is also not intuitive that the
field becomes spatially less heterogeneous with increasing
heterogeneity amplitude. In addition, there is no sugges-
tion for a depleted field at the location of the impact, as
may be expected. Overall, it seems that the effects of man-
tle control on subcritical dynamos are distinctive from
those in supercritical dynamos.
Finally, Monteux et al. (2015) imposed a localized
impact-induced CMB heat flux pattern on numerical
dynamos to explain the observed hemispheric dichotomy
in the Martian crustal field (Acuña et al. 1998; Langlais
et al. 2004). The amplitude of the hemispheric magnetic
dichotomy is mostly controlled by the horizontal Rayleigh
number which represents the vigor of the convection
driven by the lateral variations of the CMB heat flux.
Monteux et al. 2015 showed that, for a given horizon-
tal Rayleigh number, an impact-induced CMB heat flux
heterogeneity is more efficient than a synthetic degree-
1 heterogeneity in generating strong hemispheric mag-
netic dichotomies. However, even with the more efficient
impact-induced CMB heat flux pattern, several important
conditions should be met in order to accept the impact-
induced hemispheric dynamo scenario as the origin of
the crustal field dichotomy, in particular the need for a
very rapid crustal cooling rate (Dietrich and Wicht 2013).
Dynamo models that recover the observed magnetic
hemisphericity have a short average chron time of about
18 kyr (Monteux et al. 2015). However, in the case of
molten material induced by a giant impact a major part
of the atmosphere can be eroded and crustal formation
may occur within only 1000 years (Lebrun et al. 2013;
Solomatov 2007), possibly enabling the recording of the
magnetic hemisphericity in the crust.
Future prospects
Because the CMB heat flux is an input to the dynamo
models, understanding the dynamics of the lower mantle
is a fundamental key to improve core dynamics models. In
addition, progress in dynamo modeling is obviously rele-
vant for all core-related problems, including the influence
of heterogeneous (alternative or not) boundary condi-
tions. Improved observations, in particular higher quality
planetary magnetic field models, may provide tighter con-
straints on the dynamo models. Here we list some future
prospects concerning alternative CMB heat flux and its
influence on planetary dynamos. We also mention alter-
native scenarios that may also explain the non-trivial
dynamo-related observations.
Knowledge of planetary magnetic fields will continue to
grow in the coming years thanks to several new satellite
missions that are currently flying or will soon be launched.
Geomagnetic field and secular variation models will ben-
efit from the successful Swarm ESA mission (Olsen et al.
2013). Three identical and magnetically dedicated satel-
lites were launched simultaneously during the end of 2013
at two different altitudes to monitor with unprecedented
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quality the Earth’s magnetic field and its secular vari-
ation. Measurements of the NASA MESSENGER mis-
sion around Mercury revealed a weak, dipole-dominated,
and hemispheric magnetic field (Anderson et al. 2012).
However, these measurements have not yet been fully
exploited, and it is anticipated that alternative modeling
techniques (Oliveira et al. 2015) and/or the very low-
altitude measurements at the end of the mission will bring
new insights on the field morphology of Mercury. The
ESA/JAXA BepiColombo mission that will be launched
in 2017 will complete the geographical coverage of low
altitudes of the planet and will lead to the first global view
of the magnetic field of Mercury (Benkhoff et al. 2010).
The description of the past Martian magnetic field and
its interpretation in terms of past dynamo processes will
be improved by the recently inserted-into-orbit MAVEN
mission. These measurements will be completed by the
upcoming InSight mission, which will study the internal
structure of Mars and bring constraints on the size of the
liquid core. The CASSINI mission to Saturn (Dougherty
et al. 2004) is extended until 2016, and the forthcom-
ing Juno (around Jupiter) and later JUICE (around Jupiter
moons) missions (Grasset et al. 2013) will also bring
new measurements around the giant gas planets and
their moons. These new planetary magnetic field mod-
els will provide more reliable observational constraints on
the processes generating the fields in the interior of the
planets and moons.
The identification of the post-perovskite phase transi-
tion (Murakami et al. 2004) provided better constraints
on the Earth’s deepest mantle. Seismic observations with
improved tomographic images as well as sophisticated
analyses of seismic waves were obtained. A better descrip-
tion of lower mantle materials with laboratory experi-
ments reaching the appropriate high pressure range as
well as time-consuming ab initio quantum chemistry
computations became possible. As can be expected, the
emerging picture bears a much greater complexity which
includes the probable role of compositional variations
and possible contributions of mantle melting and spin
transitions of iron. While the last decade opened new
questions such as the complex effect of composition on
the post-perovskite phase transition, the precise nature of
the melting curve and the points of dissent that remain
between laboratory experiments and computational min-
eralogy, the establishment over the coming decade of an
integrative framework (Shim and Lay 2014) would offer a
much clearer interpretation of seismic observations and
allow to better extract the purely thermal contribution
from tomographic models.
Progress in understanding the dynamics of the Earth
mantle in the last hundreds of Myr ultimately requires
a better description of plate motions in the framework
of mantle convection. Promising research paths include
conceptual developments such as the understanding of
lithospheric damage (Bercovici and Ricard 2014) as well
as an improved treatment of plate-like behavior in spher-
ical simulations of mantle dynamics (Bello et al. 2014;
Rolf et al. 2012, 2014). In the meantime, improved recon-
structions of plate velocities (Seton et al. 2012) can be
prescribed to mantle convection models to investigate
the role of specific ingredients such as mantle rheology,
phase transitions and the nature of a possible dense basal
layer. A more thorough investigation of mantle convec-
tion models than the pioneering attempt of Zhang and
Zhong (2011) may establish more robust CMB heat flux
evolution models than HF1.
One direct consequence of the results of the reversal
frequency studies is the possibility to invert the record
of paleomagnetic reversal frequency (Gradstein et al.
2012) for time-dependent core energetics. If the relation
between pile height and CMB heat flux (mean and hetero-
geneity amplitude) is indeed approximately linear (Amit
and Olson 2015; Olson and Amit 2014), the observed
reversal frequency may be transformed into a relative
CMB heat flux. This may provide a glimpse into the
history of core convection.
As for the distant past of the Earth, prospects for other
planetary objects mostly rely on modeling progress. Spe-
cific planetary scenarios that involve large impacts will
most probably remain attractive in the next decade, con-
cerning the ancient Martian magnetic field as well as
other planets. Better descriptions of such events than the
simplified approaches mentioned above can be simulated
(Marinova et al. 2008, 2011). In terms of CMB heat flux,
the geometry of impact heating with both a mantle con-
tribution and a possible core contribution (Roberts and
Arkani-Hamed 2014) could be described by such numer-
ical tools. As mentioned in Monteux et al. (2015), the
presence of impact-induced molten material is key in
recording the impact-influenced magnetic field, and the
interplay between the cooling time of this material and
the transient dynamo properties will ultimately dictate the
nature of remnant magnetism. In this regard, impact sim-
ulations could also supply patterns and volumes of ejecta
deposits on the planetary surface. Describing the dynam-
ics of the bulk molten material could involve on longer
timescale phenomena such as isostatic adjustment of the
retained melt region and lateral spreading as a gravity
current (Reese et al. 2011).
Applications to other planets (apart from the Earth and
Mars) may also be considered by invoking alternative
CMB heat flux models. A Y 02 CMB heat flux pattern com-
bined with internal heating may trigger an unstable odd
convective mode which may explain the hemispheric field
of Mercury (Cao et al. 2014; Wicht and Heyner 2014) as
observed by MESSENGER (Anderson et al. 2012). While
their dynamical scenario is convincing, the justification
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for a Y 02 thermal heterogeneity at the mantle of Mercury is
somewhat vague. Examination of gravity and topographic
heterogeneities in Mercury may provide a more realistic
(alternative) model for the CMB heat flux which can be
invoked to recoverMESSENGER’smagnetic observations.
Due to computational limitations, dynamo models
operate in a parametric regime very far from that of
planetary core conditions (Glatzmaier 2002). This is espe-
cially restrictive for long simulations, as is the case when
the long-term impact of an heterogeneous mantle is
investigated. One of the most challenging problems in
terms of computer power is that of modeling strongly
time-variable magnetic reversal frequency, because ade-
quate statistics require extremely long simulations.
For example, the Ekman numbers used by Olson
et al. (2013) and Amit and Olson (2015) are about
four orders of magnitudes off the lowest values that
were reported for numerical dynamos (Sakuraba and
Roberts 2009). Improved numerical techniques which
will allow running simulations with more challenging
parameters, in particular lower Ekman and magnetic
Prandtl numbers, are therefore of great interest for
studies of mantle control on planetary dynamos. More
efficient, massively parallelized dynamo codes are cur-
rently under development (http://geodynamics.org/cig/
working-groups/geodynamo/).
More accurate incorporation of physical phenomena
in dynamo models will also improve their predictions.
In particular, correct implementation of thermochemi-
cal convection is necessary. Currently, most studies use
the co-density formulation (Braginsky and Roberts 1995).
Apart from neglecting double-diffusive convection, this
approach fails to accurately prescribe the inner boundary
condition. Some models have already incorporated ther-
mal and chemical convection with appropriate boundary
conditions in numerical dynamos (Manglik et al. 2010;
Takahashi 2014; Trümper et al. 2012). Tracer methods
which are commonly used in mantle convection simu-
lations (e.g., Tackley and King 2003) may be applied to
chemical convection in dynamo codes for more accurate
numerical schemes. Other physical complications such
as stable stratification in some regions of the outer core
(Gubbins and Davies 2013) and compressibility may also
be incorporated into dynamo models.
Observed dynamo properties that require boundary
heterogeneity may alternatively be explained by lateral
anomalies at the inner core boundary. Olson and Deguen
(2012) showed that the dipole eccentricity in archeomag-
netic field models can be reproduced by dynamo simu-
lations with heterogeneous Y 11 inner boundary bouyancy
flux pattern, corresponding to the east-west seismic
anomalies at the upper inner core (Tanaka andHamaguchi
1997). Aubert et al. (2013) showed that the localization
of the westward drift of the geomagnetic field at the
Atlantic hemisphere is controlled by the same heteroge-
neous inner boundary buoyancy flux. In these studies, the
inner boundary heterogeneity amplitude was set to be sig-
nificantly larger than that of the outer boundary, therefore
the role of the CMB heterogeneity becomes secondary. It
would be interesting to explore dynamomodels with com-
parable amplitude heterogeneities on both boundaries to
investigate competing effects.
Progress in understanding mantle dynamics will lead to
better description of boundary conditions for the dynamo
and thus improved knowledge of core dynamics. On the
other hand, magnetic observations may be used to con-
strain mantle convection scenarios. Overall, a multidisci-
plinary approach with interactive exchange of information
among the different envelopes may advance the study of
planetary deep interiors.
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